Proposed Revised Clause 4 for FC-PI-6
Richard Johnson
Most of the content of Clause 4 can be found in FC-PI.

As test issues evolved, the wording has only minimally changed.

The Finisar proposal for revised text is given in T11/13-198v0.
Terminology

• Interoperability point: located at a separable connector

• Compliance point: location where performance must be measured and meet requirements

• FC-PI: Interoperability point = Compliance point

• Finisar objection: not true
Finisar proposal

- Make a clear distinction between interoperability point and compliance point
  (Some minor reordering of sentences and paragraphs)
- New paragraph proposed to discuss compliance point
- Remove detailed interoperability discussion in subclause 4.13; move this to FC-MSQS-2